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Abstract

It is weIl established that helium formed in stainless steel by various

(n,a) processes has a pronounced effect on its mechanical and dimensional

properties. There has been strong discrepancy between the helium contents

measured ~n irradiated stainless steel and that calculated on the basis

of known (n,a)- cross sections on the stable constituents of stainless

steel. This discrepancy seems to be resolved by attributing the excessive

h I , h 58N, ( )59 '( )56 1e ~um to t e two step process: ~ n,Y N~ n,a Fe. However, a arge

discrepancy exists between the value of the thermal cross section for
59 ' 56the N~(n,a) Fe process used to calculate the helium production data

and that obtained out of the direct measurements of this cross section.

In this paper the role of the (n,a) cross section ~s inyestigated on the

irradiation induced swelling as an example. It ~s shown that insoluble

gases like helium do influence swelling by way of nucleating and stabi

lising voids. It is further shown that helium produced via 59Ni constitutes

a substantial amount of helium produced in stainless steel under thermal

as weIl as under fast reactor conditions. In fast reactors helium produced
,59N, , , , h' h fl l'

v~a ~ ga~ns ~ts ~mportance at ~g neutron uences. A ~near extra-

polation of helium production data measured at low fluences to the fluences
23 2

of the order of 1.5'10 n/cm is not justified. It is shown that the

usual practise to relate helium production data to thermal and fast neutron

fluence is inadequate. The details of neutron spectrum are necessary to
59 , 56

reliably predict helium production rate. A measurement of N~(n,a) Fe

cross section in keV and MeV range is recommended.



Bedeutung und Stand der (n,a) Wirkungsquerschnitte für die Voraussagbarkeit

von Strahlenschäden in rostfreiem Stahl

Zusammenfassung

Es ist allgemein bekannt, daß das durch verschiedene (n,a)-Prozesse in

rostfreiem Stahl produzierte Helium einen deutlichen Einfluß auf dessen

mechanische Eigenschaften und Dimensionsänderungen hat. Es wurden große

Unterschiede zwischen dem gemessenen Heliumgehalt in bestrahltem rost

freiem Stahl und den anhand der bekannten (n,a)-Wirkungsquerschnitte

berechneten Daten beobachtet. Diese Diskrepanz scheint durch die Zu

ordnung des überschüssigen Heliums zu dem Zwei-Stufen-Prozess 58Ni (n,y)
59N 0 ( ) 56 klo. 0 0 0 0 d h ß U h O d~ n,a Fe ge art zu se~n. Es ex~st~ert Je oc e~n gro er ntersc ~e

59 0 56zwischen dem thermischen Wirkungsquerschnitt für den N~(n,a) Fe-Prozess,

der zur Berechnung der Helium-Erzeugungsrate angewandt wird und dem, der aus

direkten Wirkungsquerschnitts-Messungen gewonnen wird.

In diesem Bericht wird die Rolle der (n,a)-Wirkungsquerschnitte als Beispiel

am strahleninduzierten Schwellen untersucht. Es wird gezeigt, daß unlös

liche Gase wie Helium das Schwellen durch Keimen und Stabilisieren der

Poren beeinflussen. Es wird weiter gezeigt, daß sowohl in thermischen als

auch in schnellen Reaktoren ein beträchtlicher Teil an Helium über 59Ni

gebildet wird. In schnellen Reaktoren gewinnt die Helium-Produktion über

59Ni bei höheren Neutronen-Fluenzen an Bedeutung. Eine lineare Extra

polation der bei niedrigen Fluenzen gemessenen Helium-Produktions-Daten

zu Fluenzen von der Größenordnung 1.5 0 1023 n/cm
2

ist nicht gerechtfertigt.

Es wird dargelegt, daß für die Heliumerzeugung das gesamte Neutronenspektrum

berücksichtigt werden muß und üblicherweise angewandte Verfahren, bei

denen die Heliumerzeugung nur dem thermischen oder dem schnellen Neu-
59 0 56

tronenfluß zugeordnet wird, nicht geeignet sind. Eine Messung des N~(n,a) Fe-

Wirkungsquerschnitts im keV- und MeV-Bereich wird empfohlen.
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I. Introduction

It is generally recognised that helium formed in stainless steel by various

(n,a)-reactions has a pronounced effect on its mechanical and dimensional

properties, particularly the high temperature embrittlement, fracture

behavior and swelling due to void formation 1-8). In figure 1 the various

categories of radiation damages are schematically shown as a function of

temperature and neutron fluence.

Accelerator and reactor experiments have shown that the influence of helium

can become significant once its concentration exceeds appm. Bloom 9) has

discussed high temperature embrittlement of stainless steel irradiated in

fast reactors, concentrating thereby on the synergetic effects of matrix

strengthening and helium content. At high temperatures failure occurs by growth

and coalescence of helium bubbles on grain boundaries. Although it has been

established that the quantity of helium produced in stainless steel cannot

account for the observed amount of porosity, helium plays an important role

in nucleating, stabilising and subsequent growth of voids. Radiation induced
5,10)swelling increases with the helium content in stainless steel

Although helium in metals can under certain circumstances act independently

to degrade the properties of structure materials 11) in general displacement

damage and helium content in stainless steel act synergetically to influence

the radiation damage properties. Thus utmost care should be taken in the

interpretation of experiments in which high helium concentration is attained

through a-particle injection to simulate reactor conditions. Since the dis

placement damage and the helium concentrations typical of fast reactor con

ditions can not be acchieved simultaneously in an experiment one has to depend

on the theoretical prediction. Unfortunately there is no theoretical model

available which allows a reliable extrapolation of available data up to a

total fast (En>O.1 MeV) neutron fluence of 8x1022n/cm2 to the fluence typical

for the fast reactors (15-25xI022n/cm2). Possibly the lack of exact experi

mental data is the reason for the difficulty in establishing a profound

theoretical model.

Major helium producing constituents of stainless steel are Fe: er, Ni

and in some steels also Band N. The cross sections for these materials are

stored on different nuclear data libraries like (KEDAK, UKNDL and ENDF/B).

Zum Druck eingereicht am 8.6.1977
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typical 1000 MW fast reactor changes with the dimensional changes of the

reactors as follows 15)

llk 'V _ 0.5 llr
k r

and

~k 'V _ 0.3 ~h

i.e. an increase ~n core radius by 0.7 % or hight by 1.2 % reduces the

reactivity by 1 W. (~k = 0.0035)

The core materials may be divided according to their stay in the reactor

in two categories

1. Fuel assemblies

2. Core structure

The fuel assembly has a short service life of about 3 years in a reactor.

Fuel assemblies are expendable and as such have no inherent design permanence.

The plant owner can capitalise any scientific break through and advances

in the material science during the life time of the reactor.

Although the stainless steel swelling was first observed on fuel element

claddings in the U.K. fast reactor program 13) core designers do not consider

clad-swelling as a major fuel element problem. Some investigators 16,17) even

regard this phenomenon as a potential promoter of higher burnup rather than

cladding failure.

The core structure and blanket implicate the hardware of the reactor which

is permanently installed for the lifetime of the reactor which is of the

order of 30 years. During this period the materials are exposed to high

neutron fluence and temperatures from 350°C to 600oC. Allowances have to

be made in reactor design to accommodate swelling under these conditions.
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9. Protons produced by various (n,p) reactions do not have a measurable

influence on the properties of the materials. This may be attributed

to the high solubility and high mobility of protons 5)

In order to have a better understanding of the role of the (n,a) process a

possible mechanism which may be responsible for the enhancement of swelling

due to helium is investigated.

4. Mechanism of helium induced swelling

It has been mentioned that swelling is a synergetic effect of helium pro

duction and displacement damage. In this chapter it is outlined how the

helium produced by irradiation effects the void formation and enhence the

swelling at high temperatures.

The irradiations either with neutrons or with electrons or ions have the

effect that vacancies and interstitials are produced in the metals with

concentrations weIl in access of their thermal concentrations,

A large aggregate of vacancies is called void. The classical theory can

not predict the rate of formation of voids because of simultaneous existence

of excess vacancies and excess interstitials. In 1971 Katz and Wiedersich 19)

and Russel 20) have developed theories to calculate formation of voids when

both vacancies and interstitials are supersaturated.

In the following the mechanism of the formation and growth of voids ~s

outlined without going into mathematical details.

If only the vacanc~es are supersaturated, the nucleation rate of voids is

determined by the random walk over a free energy barrier. Vacancies can

collide together to form a multiple vacancy. A single vacancy may form a

di-vacancy,-and a di-vacancy may emit a vacancy and thus again form two

single vacancies or may capture a vacancy to form a trivacancy. In general,

a n-vacancy cluster may emit or capture a single vacancy to form a (n-l) or

(n+l) vacancy cluster.

As long as the cluster is smaller than the critical size corresponding to

the maximum free energy, the vacancy emission process is more probable

than the vacancy capture. Clusters larger than the critical size are more
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likely to grow than to shrink. Thus many clusters start to grow but eva

porate again before thecritical size is reached.

The mobile interstitials which are produced together with vacancies during

irradiation introduce another process, namely interstitials capture which

causes vacancy clusters to shrink from n-vacancy clusters to (n-l) vacancies.

The effective energy barrier is broadened (dashed line in figure 3).

Helium (or other insoluble gases) produced during irradiation. has a

stabilising effect on the vacancy clusters. Because of the long range of

neutrons helium ~s produced throughout the structural material and in direct

vicinity of the vacancies. This helium can be captured into a vacancy cluster

to form gas containing voids. The vacancies are less likely to be emitted

from agas containing void than from agas free void. This can be explained

as folIows:

The frequency ofvacancy emission is determined by the work required to emit

a vacancy (i.e. free energy change of the void when a vacancy is emitted).

A decrease in the void size of a n-vacancy cluster containing helium atoms

would require the gas pressure inside the void to increase. That means pv work

roust be done to compress the gas. Hence the presence of gas in the void would

decrease the vacancy emission rate.

The vacancy or interstitial capture rate is determined by the vacancy or

interstitial flux. Their capture rate iso therefore. not effected by the

gas present in the void.

The presence of helium thus has two effects on vacancy cluster shrinkage.

It decreases the vacancy emission rate because of the increase in the free

energy required for this process and it blocks the void shrinkage below a

certain minimum size required to accommodate helium atoms.

Both effects increase the void nucleation rate and depend upon the magnitude

of helium flux. If helium flux is comparable to vacancy flux, clusters will

acquire helium atoms as fast as they acquire vacancies and vacancy emission

would never occur from a void. In this case helium will drive the nucleation

process and the nucleation rate 11 be limited by the arrival rate of the

vacancies at the helium filled clusters.
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In addition to the capture of helium at vacancy clusters helium can also

condense on the grain boundaries and dislocations. This process besides

increasing the swelling also contributes significantly to the high tempe

rature embrittlement of stainless steel.

It is evident that though helium can not account for the total swelling of

stainless steel it vitaly influences this process. Therefore for a reliable

prediction of v'Oids or swellin~, vacancy ana helium [lu2\: rate should b<,

known with sufficient accuracy and care should be taken in extrapolating

the results of implantation experiments, if the gas flux and vacancy flux

conditions are very much different from tho~encountered in reactors.

5. Status of gas production cross sections

As has already been remarked the (n,p) process, due to the high solubility

and high mobility ofhydrogen in metals, has little effect on the behavior

of stainless steel under irradiation. Therefore this chapter will be con

fined to the helium production data only.

After it was first established in 1967 that helium can play an important

role in downgrading the properties of reactor structural materials, say

stainless steel, a number of experiments have been performed to measure

the helium production rate in stainless steel. In metal physics it is

customary to relate the helium production to thermal and fast neutron fluences.

For thermal neutron fluences ranging from about 3xl0
22

to 1023 n/cm2 the helium

production is reported to follow the following proportionality 5)

C(He) 'V (ept) 1.68

where ~t is the equivalent thermal neutron fluence. It is seen in table 1

that all the consituents of stainless steel show a threshold behaviour with

exception of lOB. But the 10B(n,a)cross section which is weIl known can not

account for the amount of helium produced in stainless steel. Moreover

the helium produced by any direct (n,a) process would not account for the

exponent in the above equation rather some two step process should be con

sidered to account for the departure from linearity in equation 1. The two
21 22)

step process first proposed was '

58 . 58 55
N~(n,p) Co(n,a) Mn.
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Table I: (n.a)-reaction data for congituents of stainless steel

Isotope Q-value Excitation Energy Threshold I <0> [mb] <0> [m~1
. G'le~ of Compound (KEDAK-3) SNR-2-Spectrum Fission spectrum

nucleus [Me\~J [Meil
~

50Cr 0.3 9.26 4.0 0.084 I. 49

-1.2 7.98 5.0 0.0114 0.215
53Cr +1.8 9.72 4.0 0.018 0.313
54Cr -1.55 6.28 7.0 0.0007 0.015

54Fe 0.848 9.3 4.0 0.058 1.01
56, 0.322 7.65 5.0 0.0082 0.164te
5 2.402 10.04 5.0 0.005 0.103
58

Fe -1.387 6.59 7.0 0.0013 0.029

S8Ni 2.89 9.0 2.0 0.419 6. 16
59Ni 5.094 11.39 - 72.92 33.2
60Ni I. 35 7.8 4. 15 0.046 0.80
61 Ni 3.57 10.6 6.0 0.0086 0.18

6~i -0.44 6.84 8.0 0.00018 0.004
64Ni -2.43 6. 1 12.75 0.0 0.0

92
Mo 3.69 8. I 7.85 0.0031 0.074

94
Mo 5. 13 7.4 6.0 0.019 0.394

95Mo 6.4 9.2 4.8 0.015 0.283
96Mo 4.0 6.8 6.5 0.0036 0.078
97Mo 5.37 8.6 6.2 0.00077 0.016
98Mo 3.2 5.9 8.0 0.00046 0.0 I1

100Mo 2.4 5.4 8.56 0.0001 0.0023

31 p -1.94 7.94 4.0 O. 1046 1.84
14N -0.16 10.8 1.0 7.56 85.85
12C -5.7 5.0 7.2 0.053 0.55
lOB +2.8 11.5 - 3302.0 0.44
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If this process is to account for the excess~ve helium production in stain

less steel, the cross section for the first reaction being very small

S 70 roh (ref. 23), a high cross section of about 1000 b is required for

the 58Co (n,a)55Mn process. As has been shown earlier 12) this value is not

a probableone. Thus this process has to be discarded as a source of excessive

helium production. In subsequent experiments nickel was confirmed to be a
13,24)source of enhanced helium production

It is now well accepted 5,7) that the two step process responsible for

excessive helium production in stainless steel is

58N· ( )59N· ( )56F~ n,Y ~ n,a e.

59Ni has a half life of 7.5 x 104 years. The cross section for the 59Ni (n,a)

process derived from the helium production data ranges from 7.38 b to 13 b

for thermal neutrons. In the material research community the lower value

of 7.38 b derived by Bauer and Kangilaski 13) is widely used and good agree

ment between the calculated and measured helium production data is reported.
25)

It is even concluded that cross sections for (n,a) processes are well known

59 . 56
In recent years a number of direct measurements for the N~(n,a) Fe cross

section havebeen reported for thermal neutrons. The results are reproduced

in table 2.

Table 2: 59 . 56
N~(n,a) Fe cross section for thermal neutrons reported

from different laboratories

Laboratory year cross section

Knoll A . 26) 1974 13.7 ± 1.2btom~cs

1 . 27) 1974 18.0 ± 1. 6 bCha k R~ver

. 28) 1975 22.3 ± 1.6 bChalmer Un~v.
Göteborg

ORNL29 ) 1975 12.0 ± 1 b
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It is seen that even if the lowest value of these direct measurements is

used an average over the Maxwellspectrum would lead to a value of 10.64b.

This value is about 50 % higher than the value derived by Bauer and Kangilaski

and widely used in material research.

The reason for the afore mentioned agreement between the caleulated and

measured helium production data for stainless steel in spite of the low value

d f h 59N·()' .use or t e ~ n,a cross sect~on may bei a) the hel1um production is not
. . th 59N. () . h' . .

sens1t~ve to e 1 n.a cross 8ect1on. T 18 argument can not be ma1nta1ned

in the li of '",hat has been sal before. b) The accuracy of the helium

production measurements is so low that no conclusions can be drawn out

of these experiment on the (n.a) cross sections. c) The inherent similarity

of different experiments introduces some systematic errors in the experimental

determination of helium production that an apparent agreement is duped

with the low value of thermal 59Ni (n.a) cross section. May be some of the

helium produced

of the sample.

irradiation escapes detection say by diffusing out

To assess the error made by using the low value of 7.38 b for the thermal

59N, ( ) 56F . Th d f f 25 lid~ n,a e cross sect~on. e ata 0 re erence are reca cu ate

using the lowest value out of the direct measurements for this cross section
, h . h 59, ) 56 'k b1.e. t e thermal cross sect~on for t e Nl .a Fe process lS ta en to e

10.64 b. For the boron-free sampie the present calculation gives about

40 % higher helium rates than calculated in reference 25. This

means that for one lower-fluence data point the agreement between the cal

culated and measured helium production rate is improved and for other

data points a deviation between 25-40 % is obtained. In the boron-eontaining

stainless steel at low fluence values the helium production via the
JO

B(n.a) ireaction dominates and the effeet of the two step process

beeomes only eminent anee fluence values higher than 1021 n/cm2 are reached.

that is after all the boron has been ccnsumed. While eonsidering the figures

reported above it should be kept in mind that the value fur 59Ni (n.a)56Fe

cross section used in this caleulation is the lowest value obtained out of

direct experiments. An evaluated

would lead to a much

va. .... """,. considering all the measurements/

f h 59 '( )56 'value or t e N~ n.a Fe cross sect~on.

calculation. An inc

Moreover since the details of neutron rum are not available, any
58 . ( )

V1a two step process Nl n,Y

thermal rons could not be included in the present

ion of this contribution. as will be seen later.

will further enhance the helium nroauc:t:ion rate.
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Af
10 ,

ter B w~th a large thermal cross section for the (n,a) process of

3836 b has been burned up, no significant source of the (n,a) reaction

th h 59N, . k fo er t an on ~ ~s nown or thermal neutrons. At higher neutron energies,

of importance in fast reactors, (n,a) reactions on the stable isotopes

constituting stainless steel also contribute to the helium production. In

table 3 one group cross sections weighted with the spectrum of a proposed

fast reactor (SNR-2) are given for the major constituents of stainless steel.

Table 3: One group (n,a) cross section for the major constituents of stain
less steel (type 316) weighted with the proposed SNR-2 spectrum

Element Abundancy Atom/gram SS cm2
<0> No<o>[ :J

mh gram SS

Fe 63.6 % 6.814 x 10
21 0.01 1 7.5 x 10-8

Cr 18 % 2.077 x 10
21

0.015 3. 1 x 10-8

Ni 13 % 1.345 x 1021
0.3 4.0 x 10-7

Mo 2.6 % 0.163 x 1021
0.0054 8.8 x 10- 10

Hn 1.9 % 0.Z07 x 10
21

0.0048 1.0 x 10-9

Total 5 x 10-7

The (n,a)-process on stable isotopes of Cr, Fe, Ni and Mo show a threshold

behavior even in those cases where the process is exothermic. This is seen

in table land figure 4. The reason for this threshold behavior is that

the high coulomb barrier of about 10 MeV inhibits the emission of a-particles

f h d 1 I h f 59N· h h"rom t e compoun nuc eus. n t e case 0 ~,owever, t e ex~tat~on

energy of the compound nucleus is high enough to overcome the coulomb

b · 1 . h 59 . ( ) 56 .
arr~er even at ow neutron energ~es. T e N~ n,a Fe cross sect~on ~s

derived from whatever scarce information available. The data for the 203 eV

resonance are rather weil measured and the cross section at lower energies

is mainly determined by this resonance. Above this resonance 15 more reso-
29 )

nances have been observed by Harvey et ale but the parameters for these

resonances are not completely established. Above ZO keV the data shown in

the upper part of figure 5 for the 59Ni (n,a)56Fe process correspond to the
58 12)

calculations of Kirouac. The Ni(n,y) cross sections are taken from KEDAK-3

The one group cross sections obtained with the SNR-Z spectrum for the process
58N,( )59.( )56

~ n,y N~ n,a Fe are:
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for 58Ni (n,y)59Ni = 22.2mb and

for 59Ni (n,a)56Fe = 50.8mb.

With these data the helium production in a central zone of the SNR-2

reactor is calculated and compared with the helium production with the (n,a)

process on the constttuentsof stainless steel. It is seen in figure 6 that

after the end of the first eighteen months, i.e. when the fuel assembly has

absolved one half of its residence time in the reactor) 20 % of the helium
. d d . h 58~T'( )59.( )56
~s pro uce v~a t e ~~ n,y N~ n,a Fe process. When the fuel assembly

leaves the reactor after three years with a total neutron exposure of

about 5 x 1023 n/cm2 the helium produced via 59Ni amounts to about 50 %

of the helium produced otherwise.

It is also seen in figure 6 that up to a neutron fluence of less than
22 2

8 x 10 n/cm, for which experimental data for the helium production in

stainless steel are available, the helium production via the two step process

does not come appreciably into affect. The linear dependance of the helium

generation rate on fluence observed at low fluences would not hold at high

fluence values of the order of 1.5 x 1023 n/cm2 .

To study the sensitivity of helium production on the value of 59Ni (n,a)56Fe

cross section, its spectral average value is doubled which is well within the

limits of the uncertainty of this cross section. The result of the calculation

with this doubled value of the (n,a) cross section is shown with broken line in

fig. 7. It is seen that if this value of the 59Ni{n,a) cross section is used and

the fuel assembly is allowed to stay in the reactor for three years or more

the amount of helium produced via 59Ni dominates over that produced by direct

(n,a) reaction on the stable constituents of stainless steel.

The structural material at different positions of reactors will be exposed

to neutrons with different energy spectra. The mean energy of the neutron de

creases towards the outer core regions and the blanket. It ~s expected that the

helium production rate will depend upon the location of the material within

the reactor. To investigate the spatial dependance of the helium generation

one group cross sections have been calculated with different weighting spectra

(Fig. 8) corresponding to each of the five zones of an international LMFBR

benchmark reactor 30)
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It is seen in table 4 that <0> var~es strongly from one zone to the other

i.e. it shows strong spectral effects.

Table 4: One group cross sections for the 59Ni (n,a)56Fe process for
different reactor zones of an international LMFBR-Benchmark

zone <0>

~nner core 29.32 mb

outer core 19.71 mb

Axial Blanket 210.2 mb

Radial Blanket 142.0 mb

Reflector 1234.1 mb

To study the flux effect on helium production ~n stainless steel the neutron

flux is usually correlated to thermal neutron flux and fast neutron flux with

neutron energies above 0.1 MeV or 1 MeV on occasions even above 3.68 MeV. The

neutron energies from thermal to 100 keV are not taken into account in this

classification. This classification is justified only if the helium production

through the (n,a)-process on stahle isotopes contained in stainless steel

~s considered. As has been shown (Fig. 6) a substantial amount of helium

d d ' 59N, d h 59.( )56 , (' 5) h~s pro uce v~a ~ an t e N~ n,a Fe cross sect~on F~g. s ows a

resonance structure in the energy range from 100 eV to 20 keV with the peak

cross section rising weIl above 100 b for the 203 eV resonance. Therefore

the classification of flux in the above mentioned categories is inadequate

to predict the helium production rate in nickel based stainless steel, rather

the details of the energy dependence of the flux in eV and keV range should

be taken in account.

6. Conclusion

It is seen (chapter 3 and 4) that radiation induced swelling is a synergetic

effect of displacement damage (vacancy flux) and helium production rate.

Therefore any physically meaningful model to calculate the radiation induced

swelling of stainless steel should contain both of these parameters. An

adequate knowledge of these parameters is necessary to reliably extrapolate

the swelling data to fast reactor conditions.
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A substantial amount of the helium production in fast reactor flux takes place

via the reactions

58 .. ,
N~(n,y)

Both these reactions exhibit a resonance structure in the keV region. The

usual practice to relate helium producdon data to thermal emd fast neutron
. ., 59N ·flux i8 not adequate to account for the he11um product~on v~a ~:

Specially because fast neutrons ~n such a classification are defined as

neutrons with energy above 100 keV or 1 MeV. As it i5 seen in Fig. 5 high

59Ni (n,a) cross section values are encountered for neutrons with energies

less than these limits. The one group cross section for the 59Ni (n,a) process

(Table 4) is sensitive to flux changes in the eV and keV region. Therefore

it is recommended that ~n future work to calculate the helium production rate

~n nickel based stainless steel due account of the details of neutron flux

should be taken.

59. 56The state of the knowledge of the N~(n,a) Fe cross section above 200 eV

is very unsatisfactory. Practically no reliable experimental data are avai

lable above the 203 eV resonance. Some data up to 20 keV are reported by
31 )

Harvey at the Lowell Conference but much work is to be done before

these data can be finalised. Above 20 keV there is no experiment reported

as yet. It is therefore recommended that the 59Ni (n,a)56 Fe cross section

should be measured in the keV and MeV range. An accuracy of about 20 % is

considered sufficient for this cross section.

Since nickel is the major contributor to the helium production in stainless

steel it will be worthwhile to check whether the assumption made in this

work and at other laboratories that the value of (n,a) cross section for

the stable nickel isotopes is negligible below 2 MeV is correct or not.

Looking at table I a possible candidate for this check may be 61 Ni with

a Q value of 3.57 MeV. For this isotope the thermal cross section of 45 mb

has been reported in the past 37) but arecent measurement 28) could not

confirm this value and predict the 6I Ni (n,a) cross section for thermal neutrons

to be less than 2 mb. In fact a measurement of the (n,a) cross section in

the keV and MeV range on elemental nickel will increase the confidence on

helium production calculations. Till date there are practically no mea

surements of the (n,a) cross section for this important material at energies

lower than 14 MeV. The evaluations of the (n,a) cross sections are mostly

based on systematic studies.
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